
An Anunta Case Study 

Kotak Mahindra Bank demonstrates that Desktop Virtualization using 

ADaaS® can deliver benefits across a wide range of banking functions 

including remote branches, treasury and loan processing units. 
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Introduction

Kotak Mahindra Bank (Kotak) is India’s fourth largest private sector bank and growing rapidly. While it is widely 

acknowledged that desktop virtualization can significantly improve availability of applications and make IT operations 

more efficient, implementations have often aimed at ‘catching low hanging fruits’ and hence, have yielded marginal 

benefits. While back-office and support functions are always early adopters, several other sections like branches, 

specialised functions like Treasury etc. have not been tried earlier. However, an almost across the board 

implementation with a distinct and group-personalized application delivery architecture puts Kotak Bank’s adoption 

of desktop virtualization in a different league, yielding disruptive benefits.

The Challenge

Every user group in a large bank like Kotak has unique application usage patterns. Providing uninterrupted application 

access to each group can be a daunting task. Kotak’s IT team in chose Anunta’s ADaaS solution with its end-user focus 

to address this business need. ADaaS is a unique solution that designs and manages application delivery architectures 

keeping the focus on end users. Each group’s core business need was first analysed. 

• Treasury Group needed fault-tolerant, speedy access to core treasury applications and currency as well as stock 

market exchanges during trading hours from Monday to Saturday and any slowness in transaction speed could 

potentially have an impact of millions of dollars. 

• Branches and Loan Processing Centres need reliability and uninterrupted access to a bouquet of core banking 

applications but given geographical spread are usually deprived of high bandwidth connections. Loan processing 

centres additionally deal with GBs of scanned documents and usually need access to a plethora of 

printing/scanning devises. 

• Contact Centre Users need robust 24*7 availability and a smart combination of delivering voice with data 

applications with high emphasis on productivity. Creating effective continuity plans, while ensuring clear 

segregation of voice and data path on the same endpoint is the challenge.

• IT Team Users is a heterogeneous power user group that comprises of software developers, network 

administrators, support teams and extended partner teams that need role-based access to a very specific set of 

applications. The challenge lies in providing individualized workspace that are flexible yet governed by broad roles. 

Solution

Extending virtualization technologies to desktops was the obvious solution to addressing the business issues outlined 

above. However, the IT team realized that the task was more than a plain vanilla technology adoption. Across the 

board implementation would require moulding solutions to suit behaviour patterns of different groups. It looked for 

partners who had deep domain expertise of virtualization technologies but also in addition had a long experience in 

managing complex technology infrastructure on day-to-day basis, rather than partners who specialized in one-time 

technology implementations.

It chose Anunta’s  ADaaS as it offered a very customised desktop virtualization solution for each user group and 

focused on improving application availability.  Further, Anunta takes end-to-end responsibility for design, integration 

& management with end-user performance SLAs tailored to each user group. 
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Anunta approached solution design of a diverse user base like the one at Kotak Bank through a mix of Desktop 

virtualization technologies i.e. persistent Hosted Virtual Desktops (HVDs), non-persistent HVDs and Hosted Shared 

Desktops (HSDs) and Desktop virtualization OEM stacks i.e. Remote Desktop Session Host (RDSH), Citrix Xendesktop

and Citrix XenApp. Further, it tailored a set of distinct profile images, distinct Active Directory policies, distinct 

network routing schemes for each individual use-cases. The outcome was: 

• Treasury Group: A set of persistent and non-persistent HVD images were created for Treasury Front-office, while a 

combination of different HSD profiles was created for Treasury Back-office.

• Branches and Loan Processing Centres: One single HSD profile was created for branch and loan processing 

centres, while a special Citrix policy was created to manage branches running over VSAT connections.

• Contact Centre Users: A customized HSD profile was created for contact centre users, while soft-phone was 

installed natively at the Linux-based endpoint. 

• IT Team: A separate HVD profile with Windows 7 as OS was created since power users needed flexibility. As 

the user group was all on LAN, a different solution approach was created by deploying Microsoft based 

connection Broker.

Solution Benefits

Below are the generalised benefits all functions experienced post deployment of VDI Solution:

• End User Availability is increased by 13 %. 

• Incident to User Ratio decreased by 80%.

• Average MTTR is improved from 43 minutes to 20 minutes. 

• Power Consumption is reduced by 85% as compared to conventional desktop.

• Transaction time is reduced by 1/9th because of less bandwidth requirement.

In addition, the customised-for-function approach, has resulted in impressive business benefits detailed below. 

Treasury

• BCP has been enhanced in 2ways: 1) testing can be done without physically moving to different location 2) in the 

event of actual BCP, users will get their customized desktop at defined location. 

• With simplified provisioning, integration with treasury function of acquired ING Vysya bank was seamlessly 

completed within 24 hours.

Branch & Loan Processing Highlights

• Users from a set of 23 remote branches which were running on a low bandwidth (256 kbps) and high latency that 

used to travel to nearest branch with MPLS connectivity for accessing core banking, are able to successfully access 

core banking from their respective branches with immense benefit to business.

Contact Centre 

• Network design was implemented such that though centralized HSD profiles were accessed from the same 

terminal where voice calls were answered, call flow was unaltered.
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IT Team 

• All solutions were tied together cohesively at data centre to give a single-view of the implementation. 

• Improved the overall Software deployment time, with over 90% of Man days effort reduced.
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Conclusion

Varied business functions including Treasury, Branches, Loan Processing Centres and Back Offices were able to 

experience improved application availability and IT team was able to get greater control, be more effective, agile and 

secure due to the customised end-user focused design and management provided by ADaaS. 
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